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EverFocus will Showcase its Full Vehicle Solutions at AutoTronics Taipei 2017
EverFocus is going to exhibit its full vehicle solution at AutoTronic, the Asia's premier leading
sourcing fair for auto parts, 2017 Taipei International Auto Parts & Accessories Show (Taipei
AMPA) during 19 to 22 April, 2017. The exhibition provides these exhibitors the chance to
highlight their offerings to a crucial and growing market, providing better quality and
innovative products, and also offering customizations to meet the various needs from the
global.
EverFocus will highlight its latest application at the event as a solution provider to offer
customers with vehicle surveillance solutions utilizing its complete product line-up, and will
be showcasing a whole package service for intelligent security surveillance including
Web-based fleet management system-XFleet, Mobile DVRs, Mobile Cameras and related
accessories like communication modules, fireproof recording box, TPMS.
The EMV series mobile DVRs adopt the M12 Aviation connectors along with the anti-shock
and anti-vibration housing; and have been specifically designed for in-vehicle applications.
The latest EverFocus digital video recorder generation is based on H.264 compression

technology, resulting in enhanced recording capacity and improved network image
transmission speed with high image quality. Its comprehensive features along with the
embedded 3-axis g-sensor function enable the almost universal application of this full HD
mobile DVR series. It also supports various interfaces. The EMV series provides two kinds of
bracket: Z-Type Bracket & Anti-Vibration Bracket. Each bracket is designed to meet different
standards such as EN50155 and SAE-J1455.
Xfleet is a Web-based fleet management system which integrates GPS positioning,
3G/4G/WiFi mobile wireless communication and GIS (Geographic Information System)
technology, allowing users to easily track, monitor and manage any type of fleet vehicles on a
Web browser anywhere and anytime.

In Vehicle surveillance and tracking application, customers request more and more data for
monitoring and analyzing at this time. EverFocus is ready to assist all our customers to complete
their projects, no matter software or hardware. Please be sure to visit EverFocus booth L0707
AutoTronics Taipei, in NANGANG Exhibition Center, during April 19th to 22th. EverFocus looks
forward to providing you more detail about our products and solutions!
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